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The superconducting RF linac for LCLS-II calls for 1.3 GHz 9-cell cavities with an average intrinsic
quality factor Q0 of 2.7×1010 at 2.0 K and 16 MV/m accelerating gradient. Two niobium 9 cell
cavities, prepared with nitrogen-doping at Fermilab, were assembled into the Cornell Horizontal
Test Cryomodule (HTC) to test cavity performance in a cryomodule that is very similar to a full
LCLS-II cryomodule. The cavities met LCLS-II specifications with an average quench field of 17
MV/m and an average Q0 of 3×1010. The sensitivity of the cavities’ residual resistance to ambient
magnetic field was determined to be 0.5 nΩ/mG during fast cool down. In two cool downs, a heater
attached to one of the cavity beam tubes was used to induce large horizontal temperature gradients.
Here we report on the results of these first tests of nitrogen-doped cavities in a cryomodule, which
provide critical information for the LCLS-II project.
I. INTRODUCTION
The “Linac Coherent Light Source-II” Project will con-
struct a 4 GeV CW superconducting linac in the first
kilometer of the existing SLAC tunnel [1]. In order for
economic feasibility in CW operation, superconducting
RF cavities in the main linac must achieve an average
intrinsic quality factor (Q0) of 2.7×1010 at 16 MV/m
and 2.0 K. Nitrogen-doping of niobium cavities has been
proposed to meet this high Q0 specification [2, 3]. To
test the feasibility of these goals, two 1.3 GHz Interna-
tional Linear Accelerator (ILC) shaped 9 cell cavities [4]
were nitrogen-doped and welded into an ILC type liquid
helium vessel at Fermilab (FNAL), placed in the Cor-
nell Horizontal Test Cryomodule (HTC) and tested at
Cornell. These tests will be referred to as HTC9-1 and
HTC9-2 in the following. The HTC has previously been
used to test a 7 cell Cornell ERL cavity [5]. In this paper
we discuss the results of these first nitrogen-doped 9 cell
cavities tested in a cryomodule.
II. METHOD AND CAVITY PREPARATION
The Cornell HTC has been modified to hold a standard
9 cell ILC cavity. A schematic of the HTC with 9 cell
cavity is shown in Fig. 1. The HTC accepts a cavity that
is dressed with helium tank and the cavity is suspended
from the helium gas return pipe (HGRP) just as in a full
cryomodule. For the two HTC tests discussed in this pa-
per the cavities were welded into ILC style helium jackets
with the helium input on one end (near the bottom of cell
2). The cross-section of the HTC is very similar to the
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FIG. 1. A schematic of a 9-cell cavity in the Cornell HTC.
proposed LCLS-II cryomodule and in practice represents
a one-cavity section of that cryomodule. A high Q input
coupler with Qext ≈ 4× 1010 was used to excite fields in
the cavities. The cavities (TB9AES012 and TB9AES011)
were prepared with nitrogen-doping at FNAL. Typically,
this consists of a bulk surface removal, heat treatment in
vacuum, heat treatment in a nitrogen atmosphere, a heat
treatment in vacuum again (called the soak stage), and
a final electropolish (EP). Both cavities received a rela-
tively high doping level. Because of the impact of doping
level on cavity performance and sensitivity to magnetic
fields, cavities with different levels of doping may have
slightly different performance than those presented here.
The specifics of the cavity preparations are shown in Ta-
ble I. Finally the cavity was dressed in a liquid helium
tank at FNAL, and assembled in the cryomodule at Cor-
nell. Figures 2 and 3 show the cavity being suspended
from the HGRP and the cold-mass with the cavity being
slid into the vacuum vessel, respectively.
For both HTC tests, a variety of cool downs were com-
pleted. The purpose of these cool downs was to study the
effect of cool down rate and spatial temperature gradi-
ents on the cavity performance. The exact details of the
cool downs performed will be discussed in a later section.
For each cool down, Q0 vs Eacc of the fundamental mode
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2TABLE I. HTC Cavity Preparation
Test HTC9-1 HTC9-2
Bulk Treatment CBP1and EP EP
Initial Heat Treatment 800◦C, 3 hours, vacuum 800◦C, 90 minutes, vacuum
N-Doping 25 mTorr, 20 minutes 60 minutes2
Soak Stage 30 minutes, vacuum None
Final EP 18 µm 10 µm
1 Centrifugal Barrel Polishing
2 Mix of Argon and Nitrogen
FIG. 2. The cavity being suspended from the HGRP.
FIG. 3. The cryomodule cold-mass being slid into the vacuum
vessel.
was measured at 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, and 2.1 K along
with measurements of other TM010 modes at 2.0 K (and
1.6 K in the case of HTC9-2). Additionally, for one cool
down in each test, Q0 vs temperature from 4.2 to 1.6 K
and resonance frequency vs temperature were measured.
This was done in order to use BCS fitting with SRIMP
[6, 7] to extract BCS material properties.
In HTC9-2, a heater was placed on the cell 9 beam
tube in order to induce a large longitudinal temperature
gradient (Fig. 4) and a solenoid was placed around the
cavity’s helium jacket to create a uniform external mag-
netic field parallel to the cavity axis (Fig. 5). Figure 6
shows a schematic of the cavity with instrumentation for
HTC9-2. Four Cernox sensors were used to measure tem-
perature (one on the top of cell 1, 5, and 9, and one on
the bottom of cell 1). Four fluxgate magnetometers were
also placed in the same locations as the Cernox sensors,
with the three on the top pointing along the cavity at
FIG. 4. A heater attached to the cell 9 beam tube to induce
large longitudinal temperature gradients.
FIG. 5. The solenoid wrapped around the outside of the he-
lium jacket to induce a uniform longitudinal external mag-
netic field.
a 45◦ angle and the one on the bottom perpendicular
to the cavity axis. In HTC9-1 there was an additional
Cernox sensor placed on the bottom of cell 5 and there
were only two fluxgates used, on either side of cell 5, one
pointing parallel to the cavity axis and the other pointing
perpendicular.
III. TESTING OVERVIEW
For HTC9-1, four cool downs were completed: three
fast and one slow. The first two fast cool downs were
started at 80 K and the third at 150 K to induce large
3FIG. 6. The instrumentation for HTC9-2. Four Cernox sensors and four fluxgate magnetometers were used.
temperature gradients. Previous work on nitrogen-doped
cavities has shown that fast cooling gives optimal perfor-
mance and speculates that thermal gradients at the phase
front may play a major role [8]. Subsequent experimental
work has verified this interpretation in vertical test [9, 10]
and horizontal test [11]. For HTC9-2, seven cool downs
were conducted: two fast from 150 K, one fast from 80
K, one slow from 20 K in an applied magnetic field, one
fast from 150 K in an applied magnetic field, and two
fast from 80 K using the heater to induce larger temper-
ature gradients. Tables II and III show a summary of the
cool downs and the various cooling parameter achieved
in each.
IV. COOL DOWN DYNAMICS
In all cool downs, cooling was done by filling with liq-
uid helium from the bottom of the liquid helium tanks.
The cryogenic input port is located near the bottom of
cell 2 on the helium jacket. As an example, the tempera-
tures and magnetic field values of the third fast cool down
from HTC9-1 are shown in Fig. 7 as a function of time.
Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the cavity’s tran-
sitioning to the superconducting state during this cool
down. Each temperature sensor location is marked by
the time interval between that sensor going through Tc
and the first sensor going through Tc. The cool down
data from the fast cool downs consistently shows that the
bottom of the cavity cools first. The top of cell 5 follows
shortly after and then the top of cell 1. The top of cell 9
cools last, significantly later. Liquid begins accumulation
very quickly on the bottom of the tank, resulting in the
very fast cooling of the bottom. Due to the location of
the chimney (the top of cell 3), gas preferentially flows
towards that end, resulting in the tops of cells 1-5 cooling
faster than the tops of cells 6-9.
During fast cool down in the HTC, we were able to
achieve rates on the order of 3 K/min, similar to what
is typically done in fast vertical cavity performance test.
In the fast HTC cool downs, vertical spatial temperature
gradients achieved are 10 to 15 K (corresponding to 50
to 75 K/m), smaller than what can be achieved in verti-
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FIG. 7. Temperature and magnetic field profile during cooling
for the third fast cool down of HTC9-1.
FIG. 8. A schematic of the cavity showing how the cavity
transitions from the normal-conducting to the superconduct-
ing state (shown for the third fast cool down of HTC9-1).
cal cavity performance test where spatial gradients more
than 100 K/m are typically reached in fast cool down.
These large gradients are important for flux expulsion
which will be discussed later. Horizontal temperature
gradients are less than 10 K, small enough to minimize
magnetic fields from thermoelectric currents, also to be
discussed later.
4TABLE II. HTC9-1 Cool Down Parameters
Parameter Fast 11 Fast 2 Slow 1 Fast 3
Starting Temp [K] 80 80 20 150
|dT/dt| [K/min] 1.4 6.8 0.7 2.4
Max ∆T horiz [K] 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.0
Max ∆T vert [K] 7.9 2.4 0.3 14.1
|B long(10 K)| [mG] 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.3
|B perp(10 K)| [mG] 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.5
Q0(2.0 K, 14 MV/m) 2.5×1010 2.8×1010 2.5×1010 3.2×1010
R res (14 MV/m) [nΩ] 5± 1 4.0± 0.8 5± 1 2.7± 0.5
1 After field emission conditioning
TABLE III. HTC9-2 Cool Down Parameters
Parameter Fast 1 Fast 2 Fast 3 Fast 4 Slow 1 Fast 5 Fast 6
Solenoid On No No No Yes Yes No No
Heater Power [W] 0 0 0 0 0 50 100
Starting Temp [K] 150 150 80 150 20 80 80
|dT/dt| [K/min] 1.2 1.3 2.2 1.3 0.4 4.7 4.9
Max ∆T horiz [K] 5.2 6.8 9.4 5.9 0.2 21.8 29.4
Max ∆T vert [K] 6.2 8.9 16.1 7.0 0.5 32.5 39.4
|B long(10 K)| [mG] 1.2 1.2 4.4 10.1 10.6 2.5 3.1
|B perp(10 K)| [mG] 6.3 0.3 3.1 7.2 1.0 50.3 62.8
Q0(2.0 K, 16 MV/m) 2.6×1010 2.7×1010 2.4×1010 1.9×1010 6.2×109 2.1×1010 1.5×1010
R res (16 MV/m) [nΩ] 5.2± 1 4.5± 0.9 4.6± 0.9 9± 1.4 40± 8 7.3± 0.9 12± 2
V. Q0 VS Eacc PERFORMANCE
The dynamics of a given cool down had a strong impact
on the cavity performance in both HTC9-1 and HTC9-2.
Figure 9 shows the best performance for the two tests
at 2.0 K. HTC9-2 meets LCLS-II specifications for both
Q0 and Eacc while HTC9-1 meets and significantly ex-
ceeds the LCLS-II Q0 specification but has a quench field
slightly lower than the Eacc specification. On average
the two cavities reached a Q0 of 3×1010 and a maximum
Eacc of 17 MV/m. These results are very promising for
the LCLS-II project.
A. HTC9-1
In HTC9-1, the cavity quenched at 14±1 MV/m. Com-
paratively, in vertical test the cavity quenched at 15± 1
MV/m. Between vertical and horizontal test, the cavity
was re-tuned for field flatness which can have an impact
on the quench field on the ±5% level. It is therefore clear
that moving to horizontal test did not significantly alter
the quench field. The Q0 was strongly dependent on the
cool down, as can be seen in Fig. 10, which shows the
2.0 K Q0 for all four cool downs. The third fast cool
down, which had the largest vertical temperature gradi-
ents, produced the best results with a Q0 of 3.2×1010 at
14 MV/m and 2.0 K. The Q0 vs Eacc performance at all
temperatures measured for that cool down are shown in
Fig. 11. A more detailed analysis of the performance of
HTC9-1 is presented in [11]. Initially the 2.0 K Q0 was
2.5×1010 at maximum fields. This lower Q0 was a result
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FIG. 9. The best Q0 vs Eacc performance for the two HTC
tests. Uncertainty on Eacc is 10%.
of conditioning field emission of the cavity in which the
cavity was quenched many times. After a thermal cycle,
and similar fast cool down, the 2.0 K Q0 improved to
2.8×1010 at 14 MV/m. A slow cool down resulted in a
lower Q0 of 2.5×1010, consistent with previous observa-
tion during vertical performance tests of nitrogen-doped
cavities. The final fast cool down, in which larger verti-
cal gradients were achieved than in the first two fast cool
downs resulted in a 2.0 K Q0 of 3.2×1010 at 14 MV/m,
significantly exceeded LCLS-II Q0 specification. Addi-
tionally, the Q0 at 1.6 K was 8×1010 for the final fast
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FIG. 10. The 2.0 K Q0 vs Eacc performance for all cool downs
for HTC9-1. Uncertainty on Eacc and Q0 are 10%.
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FIG. 11. The Q0 vs Eacc performance at all temperatures for
the third fast cool down of HTC9-1. Uncertainty on Eacc and
Q0 are 10%.
cool down (Fig. 11).
B. HTC9-2
In HTC9-2, the cavity quenched at 20±2 MV/m, con-
sistent with maximum fields during vertical cavity perfor-
mance test. Q0 was again highly dependent on the cool
down dynamics. Figure 12 shows the 2.0 K performance
for the cavity in all seven cool downs. The best results
came from the second fast cool down. In this cool down
the Q0 was 2.7×1010 at 2.0 K and 16 MV/m, meeting
the LCLS-II specification. The cool downs with applied
ambient magnetic field and with the beam tube heater,
and how the Q0 was impacted, will be discussed in later
sections. Figure 13 shows the Q0 vs Eacc performance
of the cavity at all temperatures for the second fast cool
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FIG. 12. The 2.0 K Q0 vs Eacc for HTC9-2 for all seven cool
downs. Best performance was achieved in the second fast cool
down. Uncertainty on Eacc and Q0 are 10%.
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FIG. 13. Q0 vs Eacc for all measured temperatures for the
second fast cool down of HTC9-2. Uncertainty on Eacc and
Q0 are 10%.
down which resulted in the best performance.
From measurements of other TM010 modes at 1.6 and
2.0 K, surface resistance and thus residual resistance can
be extracted for each cell pair (cells 1 and 9, 2 and 8,
3 and 7, 4 and 6, and 5). Figure 14 shows the resid-
ual resistance distribution for the second fast cool down,
demonstrating that residual resistance is not uniformly
distributed among the cells.
C. Changes from Vertical to Horizontal Test
It is interesting to note the changes in Q0 from ver-
tical test at FNAL to horizontal test at Cornell. Ta-
ble IV shows a summary of the changes that took place.
These changes came from a difference in residual resis-
tance, most likely caused by the higher ambient magnetic
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FIG. 14. The residual resistance distribution by cell for the
second fast cool down of HTC9-2.
field in the HTC and differences in the cool down dy-
namics. In vertical test, cavities can be cooled with such
large gradients and ambient magnetic fields are so small
that residual resistance from the magnetic field is mini-
mal. The dependence of residual resistance on cool down
dynamics is presented thoroughly in [8], while the depen-
dence on magnetic field trapped is discussed in [9]. This
data represents the first measurements of performance
degradation for nitrogen doped cavities from vertical to
horizontal test. These first two tests suggest an increase
of ∼1-3 nΩ of residual resistance between vertical and
horizontal test in a 2 mG ambient magnetic field. Since
the magnetic field in the HTC is ∼2 mG, this increase
is consistent with ∼1 nΩ/mG of additional residual re-
sistance for a given magnetic field using the Cornell Fast
Cool Down Procedure.
TABLE IV. A summary of the change in Q0 from vertical to
horizontal test for the two cavities in their best cool down
Cavity Vertical Q0 Horizontal Q0 ∆R res [nΩ]
HTC9-1 3.5×1010 3.2×1010 ∼ 1
HTC9-2 3.4×1010 2.7×1010 ∼ 3
VI. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
By measuring resonance frequency as a function of
temperature during warm-up and Q0 vs temperature be-
tween 4.2 and 1.6 K, material properties such as Tc,
energy gap (∆/kBTc), and mean free path were deter-
mined for the two cavities. Change in resonance fre-
quency is converted to change in penetration depth with
the method discussed in [12–15] and is used to fit for Tc
and mean free path. The Q0 vs T data is fit for energy
gap and residual resistance. A summary of the mate-
rial properties obtained is shown in Table V for the two
TABLE V. Material properties extracted at 5 MV/m for
HTC9-1 and HTC9-2
Material Property HTC9-1 HTC9-2
Tc [K] 9.2± 0.2 9.2± 0.2
∆/kBTc 1.94± 0.02 1.94± 0.02
Mean Free Path [nm] 58± 17 29± 9
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FIG. 15. The 2.0 K BCS resistance and residual resistance
for the best cool downs of HTC9-1 and HTC9-2.
cavities. Notice the small values for the mean free path,
which are the result of the strong nitrogen doping of the
RF surface layer during the heat treatment in nitrogen
atmosphere.
VII. FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE SURFACE
RESISTANCE
BCS fitting can also be applied to field dependent data
to find the field dependence of the residual and BCS resis-
tances [16, 17]. Examining this field dependence reveals
that the anti-Q slope observed is caused by a decreasing
BCS resistance, consistent with previous measurements
[2, 16]. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 15, which shows
the 2.0 K BCS resistance and residual resistance for the
best cool downs of HTC9-1 and HTC9-2 as a function
of accelerating field. For both cavities, the BCS resis-
tance decreases from about 8 to 6 nΩ in the medium field
region. Meanwhile, the residual resistance is constant
above the low field Q slope region. It has been shown in
previous work that the BCS resistance approximately de-
creases with the logarithm of the field for nitrogen-doped
cavities [18, 19].
VIII. CONDITIONING OF FIELD EMISSION IN
THE 8pi/9 MODE
During the first test of HTC9-1, radiation was very
high, ∼100 R/hr at 13.5 MV/m. The field emitter was
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FIG. 16. Field emission conditioning in the 8pi/9 mode for
HTC9-1. Radiation in the pi mode is also shown before and
after conditioning.
suspected to be in the end cells and by driving the cavity
in the 8pi/9 mode, higher fields in the end cells could be
reached than in the fundamental mode, in which fields
were limited to ∼14 MV/m in all cells by quench in one
of the cells. The higher end-cell fields in the 8pi/9 mode
were able to condition the field emitter. This is shown
in Fig. 16, which shows the radiation as a function of
maximum accelerating field for the 8pi/9 mode and the pi
mode before and after conditioning. The radiation in the
pi mode is reduced by a factor of 1000 after conditioning.
This demonstrates a powerful method for conditioning
field emission in multicell cavities by driving the cavity
in a different TM010 mode. Additionally, because the
quench field of the fundamental mode was unchanged
after conditioning, this confirms that the quench was not
caused by field emission, but by some unrelated other
type of defect.
IX. Q0 DEPENDENCE ON BEAM TUBE
TEMPERATURE
During the fifth fast cool down of HTC9-2, Q0 was
measured as a function of beam tube temperature. Us-
ing the heater attached to the beam tube on cell #9,
the beam tube’s temperature was increased. Q0 at 2.0 K
and 10 MV/m was measured to check the dependence of
Q0 on beam tube temperature. The results are shown in
Fig. 17. The results show that Q0 is unaffected by the
beam tube temperature until it reaches 7 K where Q0
begins to drop substantially. In order to explore if this
effect would have a strong impact on Q0 during CW cav-
ity operation in LCLS-II the Q0 at 16 MV/m and 2.0 K
(operating temperature and gradient) was measured as a
function of time that the cavity was at field. These re-
sults are shown in Fig. 18. Also shown are the two beam
tube temperatures and the cavity temperature. The cav-
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FIG. 17. The Q0 at 2.0 K and 10 MV/m as a function of
beam tube temperature for HTC9-2. Uncertainty on Q0 is
10%.
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FIG. 18. The Q0 at 2.0 K and 16 MV/m as a function of time
with the cavity at field in HTC9-2. Also shown are the two
beam tube temperatures and cavity temperature as a function
of time. Uncertainty on Q0 is 10%.
ity temperature was unaffected. Initially the beam tubes
increased in temperature by ∼0.5 K and then stabilized
around 5 K. The data shows that Q0 of the cavity was
not significantly impacted by this temperature increase,
in agreement with the results of the measurements of Q0
as a function of beam tube temperature. These results
demonstrate that end-group heating in continuous LCLS-
II cavity operation can be kept low enough so as to not
significantly reduce the high Q0 of nitrogen-doped cav-
ities. These measurements should be repeated with the
high power RF input coupler and HOM pickup antennas
in place.
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FIG. 19. The Q0 vs Eacc performance for HTC9-2 at 1.6 K
for cool downs completed in ∼10 mG external magnetic field.
The best fast cool down without applied solenoid field is also
shown for reference. Uncertainty on Eacc is 10%.
X. SOLENOID STUDY ON HTC9-2
As discussed before, HTC9-2 was assembled with a
solenoid wrapped around the helium vessel of the cav-
ity. The solenoid consisted of 10 equally spaced coils
(5 Helmholtz coil pairs) in order to induce an approx-
imately uniform external magnetic field parallel to the
cavity axis. Using the coil, an average magnetic field of
∼10 mG was applied across the cavity and the cavity was
cooled twice, once fast (Fast 4), and once slow (Slow 1).
The parameters of the cool downs are shown in Table III.
The purpose of these studies was to understand the sensi-
tivity of nitrogen-doped cavities in cryomodule to ambi-
ent magnetic fields under realistic cool down conditions.
Figure 19 shows the 1.6 K Q0 vs Eacc for HTC9-2 during
the second fast cool down (best cool down without ap-
plied solenoid field) for reference and the two cool downs
with magnetic field (Fast 4, Slow 1). Under fast cool
down (∆Tvertical = 7 K), residual resistance increased by
4.6±0.9 nΩ due to the applied ambient magnetic field, as
compared with the fast cool down that had similar ver-
tical temperature gradients, but no additional magnetic
field applied. With slow cool down in the same magnetic
field, the increase was 36± 7 nΩ in residual resistance.
By analyzing other TM010 mode data, in a manner
similar to what was discussed above, the change in resid-
ual resistance per cell pair can be computed for the cool
downs with applied ambient magnetic field. This change
by cell is shown in Fig. 20. From this data, we can make
two conclusions: first that in slow cool down the largest
change in residual resistance happened in the center cells
of the cavity; and second, that large vertical tempera-
ture gradients result in significantly less flux trapping in
all cells.
Analyzing this data leads to the following sensitivi-
ties of nitrogen-doped cavities in a cryomodule to losses
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FIG. 20. The change in residual resistance per cell between
the cool downs with 10 mG applied ambient magnetic field
and the best fast cool down (Fast 2) without applied field.
from trapped ambient magnetic fields: For fast cool down
(∆Tvertical = 7 K) the measured change in residual resis-
tance for a given change in magnetic field is 0.5 nΩ/mG.
For slow cool down (∆Tvertical = 0.5 K) the change in
residual resistance for a given change in magnetic field is
3.8 nΩ/mG. Assuming that during slow cool down there
was near 100% flux trapping, this value of 3.8 nΩ/mG is
consistent with flux trapping measurements on nitrogen-
doped single-cell cavities at Cornell in which additional
residual resistance was seen between 3 and 4 nΩ per mG
of trapped flux [9]. These results allow for a first predic-
tion of the trapped flux contributions to residual resis-
tance for the cavities in the LCLS-II cryomodules with
fast cool down. Since the cryomodule specifications call
for ambient magnetic fields at the cavity locations of no
more that 5 mG, one can expect an additional 2.5 nΩ of
residual resistance with fast cool down (∆Tvertical = 7K).
It is important to note that the measurements presented
here were completed using an ILC helium tank. Fur-
ther optimization in tank design may allow higher ver-
tical spatial temperature gradients to be reached, which
in turn would lower the sensitivity to ambient magnetic
fields.
XI. HEATER STUDY ON HTC9-2
Previous studies have demonstrated that the cool down
dynamics around the critical temperature Tc of niobium
can have very significant impact on the average resid-
ual surface resistance of dressed and undressed cavities.
Measurements on a dressed cavity at Helmholtz Zen-
trum Berlin (HZB) showed that the residual resistance
of the cavity increased with larger longitudinal temper-
ature gradients across the cavity near Tc (based on the
readings of temperature sensors on the beam tubes out-
side of helium vessel) [20, 21]. This effect was attributed
9to the additional magnetic field generated by thermoelec-
tric currents flowing through the bimetal loop created by
the cavity and titanium vessel, which gets trapped during
the cool down through Tc. Due to the Seebeck effect, a
spatial temperature gradient will drive a thermoelectric
current,
~J = −σ(T ) (∇V + S(T )∇T ) , (1)
where S is the Seebeck coefficient, which depends on tem-
perature and is different for different materials. Since no
magnetic field probes were installed inside the LHe tank
during the HZB test, no direct measurements of the in-
duced magnetic field by the thermoelectric currents were
possible to support this explanation. In apparent con-
trast to the HZB results, later vertical performance tests
of dressed and undressed cavities showed the benefits of
fast cool down with large temperature gradients over the
cavity [8–10]. The measured reduction of residual resis-
tance for fast cool downs was explained by a reduction
in the trapped fraction of the ambient magnetic field by
the larger temperature gradients at the normal- to su-
perconducting transition. In addition, theoretical anal-
ysis showed that the axial symmetry of the SRF cavi-
ties leads to very small thermoelectric induced magnetic
fields in the relevant RF penetration layer at the inner
cavity surface [22]. Therefore, in vertical cavity tests,
these thermoelectric induced magnetic fields usually do
not cause a significant surface resistance degradation.
To study the trade-off in horizontal cavity performance
between the potential detrimental effect of thermoelectric
currents generated by large thermal gradients and the
benefits of large temperature gradients in reducing flux
trapping, a heater was installed on the cell #9 beam tube
during the HTC9-2 test. The heater was then used to
generate large longitudinal gradients during cool down,
affecting both the magnitude of the thermoelectric cur-
rent and thus the induced ambient magnetic field as well
as the flux trapping. As can be seen in Table III, with-
out heater the largest horizontal temperature gradient
achieved was 9.4 K. With heater however, the horizontal
gradient reached as high as ∼30 K. Clearly the heater
was successful in inducing larger gradients. In total, two
fast cool downs were performed with heater: one with
the heater set to 50 W and one with it at 100 W. The
resulting Q0 vs Eacc performances of the cavity at 2.0 K
are shown in Fig. 21. For reference the performance from
the best cool down without heater is also shown.
This experiment showed that the larger horizontal tem-
perature gradients produced by the heater resulted in a
significant degradation of the Q0 even in fast cool downs.
This can be understood by carefully analyzing the ther-
moelectric magnetic fields produced during cavity cool
down. Larger horizontal temperature gradients will re-
sult in larger magnetic fields being present during cavity
cool down. As shown in Table III, the perpendicular
magnetic field during the two cool downs in which the
heater was used was as high as 62.8 mG at 10 K, com-
pared with 0.3 mG during the cool down without heater
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FIG. 21. The Q0 vs Eacc performance of HTC9-2 at 2.0 K.
Uncertainty on Eacc is 10%.
that produced the best results. The fields generated by
the currents in the heater itself and its current wires were
negligible. In vertical cavity tests, axial symmetry of the
SRF cavities leads to very small thermoelectric induced
magnetic fields in the RF penetration layer, and thus
to no significant increase in residual resistance due to
trapped flux. However, in horizontal cavity test this ar-
gument does not hold. For cavities placed horizontally
with the cool down connections at the bottom of the liq-
uid helium tanks, symmetry is broken since the cavities
primarily cool from the bottom of the cells to the top of
the cells; see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. This leads to vertical
temperature gradients in addition to the horizontal tem-
perature gradients. Since the electric conductivities of
the titanium and the niobium strongly change with tem-
perature, especially when the niobium becomes super-
conducting, the vertical temperature gradients result in
non-symmetric thermoelectric currents through the cav-
ity (higher currents at the bottom) and titanium tank
as shown in Fig. 22. These non-symmetric thermoelec-
tric currents then can produce very significant magnetic
fields in the RF penetration layer at the inner cavity wall,
which partly get trapped and cause increased surface re-
sistance. The HTC9-2 tests with heater show that the
detrimental effect of the increased thermoelectric cur-
rents outweigh the reduction in the fraction of ambient
field trapped when the longitudinal temperature gradi-
ents are increased, thus overall resulting in lower Q0.
Therefore, in order to achieve low residual resistance and
high Q0, horizontal cavities in cryomodules should be
cooled with as small a horizontal temperature gradient
as possible to reduce thermoelectric currents, while keep-
ing vertical temperature gradient as large as possible to
reduce trapping of ambient magnetic fields.
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XII. CONCLUSIONS
Cornell has successfully completed the first horizontal
tests of two nitrogen-doped cavities in a cryomodule. The
HTC used for testing is very similar to the design of the
LCLS-II cryomodule and thus serves as a powerful tool
for studying how LCLS-II cavities will likely perform in
the machine. We have achieved high Q0, meeting and
exceeding LCLS-II specifications. HTC9-1 achieved the
highest 2.0 K Q0 of 3.2×1010 at 14 MV/m and HTC9-2
reached a Q0 of 2.7×1010 at 16 MV/m with a quench
field of 20 MV/m, significantly higher than the LCLS-II
specification. From these tests, important lessons were
learned about the performance of nitrogen-doped cavities
when assembled horizontally.
Both cryomodule tests showed a small degradation in
Q0 between vertical and horizontal test. This change
comes from an increase in residual resistance of 1 to
3 nΩ, likely resulting from higher flux trapping in hor-
izontal test than is achieved in vertical test, even with
fast cool down. These studies provide the first data on
the degradation margin for Q0 in nitrogen-doped cavities
from vertical to horizontal test.
A solenoid was used to apply an external longitudinal
magnetic field during HTC9-2. Two cool downs (one fast,
one slow) were completed in an average magnetic field of
10 mG. From these studies, the sensitivity of cavity resid-
ual resistance to ambient magnetic field was measured.
It was found that with the Cornell cool down procedure
(fast, ∆Tvertical = 7 K), there was an increase of 0.5 nΩ
of residual resistance per additional mG of ambient mag-
netic field. With slow cool down, the increase was 3.8
nΩ/mG, consistent with flux trapping measurements on
single-cell cavities. These measurements allow a predic-
tion for the cavities in the LCLS-II cryomodule: an am-
bient magnetic field of 5 mG is expected to result in an
additional 2.5 nΩ of residual resistance from trapped flux
using the best fast cool down procedure achieved so far.
This value is well within the ∼5 nΩ residual resistance
budget for the LCLS-II cavities, assuming a typical 2.0 K
BCS surface resistance at 16 MV/m of ∼5 nΩ for nitro-
gen doped cavities. Further optimization of the LCLS-II
doping recipe may result in small changes to the sensi-
tives to ambient magnetic field reported here.
A heater was placed on the cell #9 beam tube during
HTC9-2 in order to induce large horizontal temperature
gradients. It was found that the large horizontal temper-
ature gradients resulted in very large magnetic fields from
thermoelectric currents that negatively impacted the Q0
of the cavity, even with large vertical temperature gradi-
ents during cool down in these tests. These studies sug-
gest that in order to achieve low residual resistance and
high Q0 in a cryomodule, the cavities should be cooled
with a large vertical temperature gradient (for reduction
of flux pinning) and a small horizontal temperature gra-
dient (to minimize fields from thermal currents). The
LCLS-II helium tank should be optimized for this type
of cooling with the liquid helium inlets being placed sym-
metrically on both ends of the cavity.
These measurements represent the first tests of
nitrogen-doped cavities in a cryomodule. Together with
the ongoing single and 9-cell high Q0 work at Cornell,
Fermilab, and Jefferson Lab, they show a strong support
for the viability of nitrogen-doped cavities to be used
in the LCLS-II project. Future work will continue on
studying thermoelectric current and cool down effects on
cavities and a third HTC test with a 9-cell cavity with
the LCLS-II helium tank will be completed in the near
future.
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